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adjective-noun order in Asia (Dryer 2003)
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adjective-noun order in WALS (Dryer 2005a/2013a)
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order of S, V, O in WALS (Dryer 2005b/2013b)
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order of SVO and rel. clause in WALS (Dryer 2005bc)
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5. Word order patterns in pidgin and creole languages

⒤ subject – verb – object 
!
(ii) numeral and noun 
!
(iii) wh-phrases in content questions 

• data om APiCS (2013)
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• Guiding assumptions: 

⒜ In pidginization/creolization processes substrate adult 
speakers interpret structural/phonological patterns of the 
lexifier language in terms of their dominant/native 
language⒮.

⒞ But: data om second language acquisition suggest 
that basic word order is usually not imposed on the 
target language/lexifier, i.e. SLA speakers acquire the 
correct word order of the TL/lexifier within a reasonable 
short time (Siegel 2008: 204-6).

⒝ We assume second language acquisition to be relevant 
in pidginization/creolization.
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⒜ Do pidgins/creoles continue lexifier patterns as we 
would predict om a second language use scenario in 
pidginization/creolization? Assuming that minimal 
exposure to the lexifier would cause rapid restructuring 
(Siegel 2008: 205). 

⒝ If we find contradicting data, are there social 
conditions which make an assimilation/metatypy scenario 
more likely? 

• guiding questions: 
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5.1. Order of subject, object and verb (Huber & APiCS Consortium 2013)

• SVO extremely widespread within pidgins/creoles
• South Asian and Philippine Ibero-Romance-based 

creoles show deviant patterns



Atlas of the Transatlantic Slave 
Trade, Eltis et al. (eds.) 2010
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Slave trade out of Africa
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• lexifiers overwhelmingly have SVO
• substrates with SVO: West Aican, Bantu, 

insular Southeast Asia, parts of Melanesia
• sub-/adstrates with SOV: South 

Asia, Ijo (West Aica)



Berbice Dutch (Dutch-based, Guyana): SVO 
  – Dutch (lexifier): no dominant order, (SVO in simple clauses) 
  – Ijo (substrate, West Aica): SOV
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• interesting cases:

South Asian Portuguese-based creoles: SVO/SOV 
 – Portuguese (lexifier): SVO 
 – sub-/adstrates: SOV

• case study: Korlai (Portuguese-based, India; 
Clements 2001, Smith 2012)

Korlai used to have SVO in early stages of 
creolization, but has been shiing to the SOV 
pattern of its adstrate Marathi —> metatypy
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• Chabacano varieties (Philippines): VSO 

BUT:  
– difficult to reconstruct word order right aer 
creolization,  

– no reliable documents,

– Portuguese (lexifier):      SVO 
– sub-/adstrates (Tagalog): VSO

– more equent SVO patterns in older written 
Chabacano texts may only reflect potential Spanish 
influence on (Sippola, p.c.) 
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interim summary
creole data om basic word order feature 
supports idea:

– creoles continue lexifier patterns
– where we find adstrate patterns (e.g. Korlai) 
   —>   metatypic change 

Word order in pidgins/creoles, lexifiers, and sub-/adstrates



5.2. Order of cardinal numeral and noun: Haspelmath, Michaelis & APiCS Consortium 2013a
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• Pidgins/creoles show overwhelmingly numeral-noun order.
• Some pidgins/creoles in Aica, and Ambon Malay and Pidgin Yimas-Arafundi 
have the noun-numeral order. 
Question: Do the pidgins/creoles continue the lexifier patterns? 



!
• European lexifiers:       preposed numeral 
• Aican substrates:       postposed numeral (except for Wolof and Ijo) 
• South Asian adstrates:  preposed numeral

Order of cardinal numeral and noun: WALS match
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• Melanesia has both orders: 

• postposed numeral
• preposed numeral

Melanesian pidgins/creoles only show

• preposed numeral

Tok Pisin

Bislama

Tayo

WALS – APiCS comparison: Melanesia
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Preposed/postposed numerals in pidgins/creoles, lexifiers, and sub-/adstrates
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5.3. Position of interrogative phrase: Haspelmath & APiCS Consortium 
2013b
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• many pidgins/creoles show interrogative phrases fronted: 

(6) Saramaccan (English-based; Suriname, Aboh et al. 2013) 
Andí a      bì      bái? 
what 3SG   TNS  buy 
'What did he buy?' andí 'what' imposed from the Gbe substrate 

(7) Berbice Dutch (Dutch-based; Guyana, Kouwenberg 2013) 
wanɛrɛ so     ju    mu-a     rita  anga? 
when   FOC  2SG go-IPFV  Rita LOC 
'When are you going to Rita's?' 
!

Question: Do the pidgins/creoles continue the lexifier patterns? 
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Some pidgin/creoles show non-onted interrogative phrases: 

⑻ Korlai (Portuguese-based; India, Clements 2013) 
  Use               kɛ ͂ tɛ? 
  2SG.FORMAL who COP.PRS 
  ‘Who are you?’ 
!

⑺ Tayo (French-based; New Caledonia, Ehrhart & Revis 2013) 
ta    tape ki? 
you  hit  whom 
‘Whom did you hit?’
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• European lexifier languages show onted wh-phrases; 
colloquial French has both onted and in-situ wh-phrases,  
    Où est-ce que tu es allée? 
     Tu es allée où?                  'Where did you go?' (Coveney 1995, 1996) 

• West Aican substrates: 
!
Gbe, Yoruba, Wolof: fronted wh-
phrases 
!
Ewe, Akan, Ijo: non-onted wh-

phrases 

31!
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WALS – APiCS comparison: South(east) Asia, Oceania

• South India: non-onted
• Melanesia: non-onted
• parts of insular Southeast Asia and Australia: 
onted, mixed



Lexifier and substrates coincide

• Saramaccan with mainly Gbe substrate continues the coinciding 
pattern of its lexifiers (English/Portuguese) and West Aican 
substrates, onted wh-phrases. 

• The same is true for the Chabacano varieties: they continue 
the pattern of the lexifier (Spanish) and of the Philippinic 
adstrates: onted wh-phrases. 
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Lexifier prevails over substrate

• Jamaican and Belizean, for instance, with a major Akan 
substrate (non-onted pattern) show the lexifier pattern of 
English, ---> onted wh-phrases. 

• The same holds for Berbice Dutch: Ijo (its only 
substrate) has non-onted wh-phrases, Dutch has 
onted, so has Berbice Dutch. 
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Adstrates prevail over lexifier (metatypy) 

• Tayo closely mirrors the patterns of its Oceanic adstrate languages 
Cèmuhí, Drubéa, Xârâcùù (Corne 1999: 34): non-onted wh-
phrases (lexifier spoken French also allows for non-onted wh-
phrases, but at a much smaller scale, Coveney 1995).

• Bislama mirrors its Oceanic adstrates, e.g. Efate and Paamese 
which have non-fronted wh-phrases against its lexifier English. 

• Tok Pisin, mixed: one of its main sub-/adstrates Tolai also shows 
mixed behavior, Tigak has non-fronted wh-phrases 

• Korlai, Diu Indo-Portuguese, Sri Lanka Portuguese have 
non-fronted wh-phrases as have their sub-/adstrates, adstrate 
Marathi (Clements 1996:179) 
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Position of wh-phrases, f = fronted, non-f = non-fronted
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